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Abstract
We report experimental results on relativistic electron beam (REB) transport in a set of cold and
shock-heated carbon samples using the high-intensity kilojoule-classOMEGAEP laser. The REB
energy distribution and transport were diagnosed using an electron spectrometer and x-ray
fluorescencemeasurements from aCu tracer buried at the rear side of the samples. Themeasured rear
REBdensity shows brighter and narrower signals when the targets were shock-heated.Hybrid PIC
simulations using advanced resistivitymodels in the target warm-dense-matter (WDM) conditions
confirm this observation.We show that the resistivity response of themedia, which governs the self-
generated resistive fields, is of paramount importance to understand and correctly predict the REB
transport.

1. Introduction

When an intense laser pulse interacts with a dense (opaque) target, a high-current relativistic electron beam
(REB) is generated and driven into the target. As the beampropagates, a significant fraction of the laser energy is
coupled into the targetʼs depth [1–5]. The transport of intense current (>1 MA) of REB into densematter is of
critical importance for various applications such as secondary sources of energetic particles [6] and radiation
[7, 8], and for isochoric heating ofmatter to temperatures relevant to the study of structural and dynamic
properties of warmdensematter or high-energy-density (HED)matter [9–14]. This is also of interest in
planetary science [15–17], astrophysics [18, 19], or for the development of high-gain inertial confinement fusion
schemes [20–24]. The electron transport through solid density is however impaired by the resistive and
collisional energy losses [25–28] and by the intrinsic large divergence of the REB [29–33]. For the electron fast
ignition (FI) scheme [34], at the very end of the compression, during stagnation time, an intense laser pulse is
focused to accelerate a population of fast electrons to deposit their energy into the dense core, thereby heating
the compressed core to fusion temperatures. The REBneeds to propagate over a 100 mm long shock-heated
medium from the laser-absorption region up to the dense core [35]. It is therefore of significant importance to
understand the underlying physics of REB transport through theWDMregion, and control its propagation to a
small radius.

Severalmethods to guide the REB along its propagation have been proposed.Most of those rely on the
collimating effect ofMeV electrons via either self-generated [20, 36–39] or imposedmagnetic fields on the kilo-
Tesla (kT) range [40, 41]. For instance, studies have pointed out thatmaterials with an atomic number greater
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thanAl, that have high heat capacity and ionization level, can yield stable resistive collimation fields over the REB
time scale and therefore enhance its collimation [42–44].While thosematerials can be used for the cone tip foil
in a cone-shell fast-ignition (FI) design [45–47], themajority of the m~100 m-length REBpropagation ismade
through compressed plastic or silicon (shell) andDT (fuel). Besides, if the propagation length ismore than a few
tens ofmicrons, the higherZmaterials would yield strong collisional losses of the REB. Even though some
experiments focused on exploring REB transport in samples of initial high resistivity while relatively lowdensity
[48, 49], they have been donewith initially cold solid targets, where the resistivity is far from that in FI
conditions. A few among them explored conditions linked to the FI scenario where the REBpropagates into
shock-heatedwarmdensematter in Al [50, 51] or plastic [52–54]. However,100 J and1 ps lasers were used,
yielded electron beam energy also far from that in FI conditions.While these studies have yielded a valuable new
understanding of REB transport, a demonstration for FI applications with amore energetic driver is warranted.

The REB divergence depends strongly on the beam current density and target resistivity, the latter varying by
several orders ofmagnitude depending on the initial condition of the target. Nevertheless, calculation of the
target resistivity in theWDMregime is very challenging andmodels can easily disagree by a factor 5. It is
therefore warranted to perform further experimental characterization and benchmark resistivitymodels for
accurate numerical predictions.

We performed REB transport experiments on the kJ-class OMEGA-EP laser facility using a set of cold and
shock-heated carbon samples.We observed that in the shock-heatedmaterials, the REB transport can be
efficiently guided through the sample. By implementing dynamic resistivity tables in our REB transport
simulations, we are able to validate experimental data onREB transport. This work shows that in the shock-
heated targets, the divergence of the electron beam can be reducedwith respect to the initially cold and solid
density carbon target due to a stable growth of resistive collimation.

2. Results

2.1. Experimental setup
The experiments were conducted at theOMEGAEP laser facility with a dual laser beam configuration in planar
geometry: a high-energyUV long-pulse beam equippedwith a distributed phase plate (DPP) for beam
smoothing (LP: ´ -4 ns, 3.3 kJ, 2 10 W cm14 2)was focused onto the rear surface of the target coatedwith

m30 m CHover a focal spot of m750 m FWHMand launched a shock in the carbon sample; the high-intensity
EP short-pulse beam (SP: ~ -10 ps, 850 J, 10 W cm19 2)was focused on the opposite side of the target and
generated a REB in the shock-heated target at varying delaysΔtwith respect to the LP-laser. The setup is
sketched infigure 1.

The REB transport targets were 3 mm diameter with m500 m or m200 m length, respectively for vitreous
carbon (VC) or diamond (HDC)materials, leading to a similar ρR of -70 mg cm 2. To investigate the REB
transport in different conditions of background across theWDMregime, we varied the time delayΔt between
shock driving andREB generation from11 to 20.5 ns. REBpatterns were investigated by imaging theKα

emission froma buried m10 m thick Cu layer at the cylinderʼs rear side. Emission lines between 7 to10 keV were
also recordedwith an absolutely calibrated x-ray spectrometer (ZVH) [55], with a spectral resolution
E/ΔE≈100. Escaping electrons’ energy distributionwasmeasured from the target rear using an electron
spectrometer with energy range from~40 keV to~40 MeV [56]. Over the fast REB transport time (~100 ps),
the target is considered static: the hydrodynamic conditions evolve over ns timescales and can therefore be
considered as background conditions for the REB transport at the different probing timesΔt.

2.2. Experimental results
The evolution of the transport-target density and temperature prior to the REB injectionwere predicted by 2D
hydrodynamic simulations using the codeCHIC. The results showing background density and bulk electron
temperature are presented in the two bottom rows offigure 2.We present in each successive column the results
at the REB injection delays explored during the experiment, both for vitreous carbon and diamond samples.
Note that the density range is from1 to -10 g cm 3 and the temperatures from1 to 10 eV indicating theWDM
initial conditions of the transport target. The background electron temperature upon injecting the REB remains
below 100 eV for~ ps, specifically at the edges of the REBwhere the resistive gradientfield is developing,
further justifying the importance of carefully computing the resistivity inWDM for accurate prediction of the
REB transport [49, 54]. Further details on the hydrodynamicmodeling are given in theMethods section.

In thefirst row offigure 2, we present the results of the Spherical Crystal Imager (SCI) [57], which records the
spatial pattern of Kαfluorescence (8.05 keV) emittedwhen the fast electron beam impinges theCu layer buried
at the back of the target. In the figure, the target geometry is overlapped in transparency for the undriven cases
(when the target was not shocked by the LPUVbeams). Two signals are identified: (i) a bright spot is emitted at
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the interaction point between the SP beam and the target front surface, which corresponds to the
bremsstrahlung emission at 8.05 0.01 keV from the focal spot area; (ii) a signal within a broad background
appears at the rear side of the target, where theCu tracer is located. This emission corresponds to theKα

fluorescence in theCu tracer and is a signature of the REB spatial pattern at the rear side of the target. The broad
emission background originates from the electron refluxing occurring at the sharp rear interface of the undriven
targets. This emission disappears for the LP driven cases due to the plasma expansion of the rear surfacewhich

Figure 1. Sketch of the experimental setup from the spherical imagerʼs (SCI) line-of-sight. The relativistic electron beam (REB) is
generated by the intense 10 ps laser, focused onto the center of the front surface of a carbon cylinder of 3 mm diametermade of
vitreous carbon (VC) or diamond (HDC)with the same initial ρR of -70 mg cm 2.

Figure 2.On thefirst row, images of the Spherical Crystal Imager (SCI) diagnostic aligned to theCuKα photon energy (8.05 keV).We
annotated the distance from the x-ray spot to theKα signal, projected along the height of the cylinder. On the second and third rows,
we show respectively the density and bulk electron temperature of the target at a given time delayΔt after the shock driving, as inferred
from 2Dhydrodynamic simulations using the codeCHIC. For VCon the left side and for diamond on the right side, we present
successively in each column from left to right the results at different REB injection times (Δt). The left column in each case displays the
undriven results with the target geometry in transparency. A lineout averaged over the first m130 m in radius (represented by the green
shadow) is shown in overlay of the densitymaps by yellow curves. The thick red dashed line represents the position of the Cu tracer.
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terminates the refluxing [58]. Note that the electron refluxing persists over a longer time than the time required
for afirst pass of the REB through theCu tracer and can be regarded as a background noise for this time-
integrated diagnostic. Figure 3 depicts the corresponding lineouts along the radial direction of theKα emission
from the SCI images, on the top graph (a) for theVC cases and on the bottom graph (b) for the diamond cases.
When the target is shock-heated (for increasing delaysΔt), in addition to the large decrease of the background,
the brighter part of the signal—indicating the first-pass REB density in theCu layer—is getting narrower and
more intense. It is very clear forD =t 20.5 ns withVCwhere the FWHMof the emission decreases from

m850 m to m310 m and the signal peak gets stronger by 35% compared to the undriven case. Although for the
diamond cases the signal is already narrow for the undriven case, it also evidences stronger focusing for driven
cases. One could note infigure 2 that the position of the brightest spot of the signal for drivenHDC, also seen for
D =t 20.5 ns for VC, roughlymatches the direction of the laser. It can be inferred that it corresponds to the
high-energy component of the REBwhich tends to follow the laser direction, while the low-energy part tends to
follow the target normal direction [50, 59]. The contributions will eventually sumup and this explains why the
signal is elongated vertically between the target normal and laser direction intersection points on theCu tracer,
resulting in a peak offset towards this direction in the corresponding lineouts shown infigure 3.

On the SCI images of figure 2, we see that the depth of theKα signal along the cylinder height (i.e. the position
of theCu tracer) decreases while the target gets compressed from m500 m for the undrivenVC case to m»360 m
forD =t 11 ns, m»350 m forD =t 17 ns and m»320 m forD =t 20.5 ns. Similarly, for the diamond cases
the depth of theCu tracer is reduced from m200 m for the undriven case to m»175 m forD =t 11 ns and

m»150 m forD =t 17 ns. The distances listed above between the x-ray point and theKα signal are annotated on
each SCI images. TheCu tracer position from the hydrodynamic simulation is alsomarked along the density 1D
profiles (yellow curves) by a thick dashed red line. For vitreous carbon, the positions of theCu tracer are
consistent with the hydrodynamic simulations by m10 m, except forD =t 17 ns for which the simulation
underestimate the distance by m»30 m. However, the diamond cases consistently suggest an offset of m»50 m

Figure 3.Kα lineouts along the radial direction from the SCI data for (a) theVC cases (gray: undriven, red: D =t 11 ns, blue:
D =t 17 ns, orange: D =t 20.5 ns) and for (b) the diamond cases (gray: undriven, red: D =t 11 ns, blue:D =t 17 ns).
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with the simulations. This discrepancy could be due to the equation-of-state used in the hydrodynamic code for
diamond, whichmay require a better qualification.

Inwhat followswewill focus on theVC cases that will be further comparedwith REB transport simulations.
Indeed, in addition to the compression offset observed between the data and the hydrodynamic simulations for
diamond, the diamond cases present two additional difficulties for themodeling: (i) the shock already broke out
atD =t 11 ns, therefore inducing plasma expansion on the front surface which complicates the REB source
modeling; (ii) in theWDMregime, themodeling of diamond target resistivities is challenged by the additional
difficulty of accounting for the lattice structure effects. The diamond cases will consequently be the object of a
further article building upon the validation of our REBmodeling for theVC cases.

Kα radiation is generated by inner-shell ionization of theCu atoms and successive radiative decay of the
atom in the excited state. In a simplemanner, the number of Kα photons emitted in the process can bewritten as:

( ) ( ) ( )òh s=a -n n E f E Ed , 1eK Kfast

where -nefast
is the number density of fast electrons,σ (E) the total cross-section of K-shell ionization as a function

of the fast electron energy, f (E) the fast electron energy distribution normalized to unity and ηK is the
fluorescence probability. In the approximation that the energy distribution of the fast electrons remains the
same, theKα yield therefore only depends on the fast electron density andmaterial properties (temperature and
density). An atomic code, such as FLYCHK, can calculate theKα emission for differing target bulk densities and
temperatures by injecting a hot component to simulate the excitation from fast electrons. Infigure 4(a)we
present the results from theZincVonHamos (ZVH) time-integrated spectrometer, recording the x-ray emission
from7.8 to 9.2 keV with a resolution of D »E E 100. At respectively 8.05 keV, 8.3 keV and 8.9 keV, we
identify theCuKα, Heα andKβ lines. The FLYCK calculations show that at temperatures>150 eV, the CuKα

line disappears (it decays from 100 eV), and theHeα line emerges. The hot electron component is introduced by
a secondMaxwellian distributionwith a temperature of1 MeV and its fraction to the total electron density will
be adjusted and discussed further. To estimate theCu emission for the different delaysΔt, the Cu density
profile is extracted from the hydrodynamic simulations and used as an input in FLYCHK. TheCu density is

-8.96 g cm 3 (solid density), - -1.6 g cm , 1.1 g cm3 3 and -0.8 g cm 3, respectively for the undriven,
D = D =t t11 ns, 17 ns andD =t 20.5 ns cases. The density decreases with the rear target surface
expansion and theCu length consequently increases from m10 m to m m43 m, 65 m and m86 m, respectively for
D = D =t t11 ns, 17 ns andD =t 20.5 ns. TheCu density strongly influence theKα andKβ lines intensities
with a nonlinear cross-section varying by three orders ofmagnitude for Cu between -0.8 g cm 3 and

-8.96 g cm 3, according to FLYCHK. It is therefore critical to be accounted for in order to estimate the
corresponding fast electron density (or fast electron fraction) from themeasured yields.

As the ZVHdiagnostic is time-integrated, we simulated two different bulk temperatures: (i) a temperature
for theKα andKβ emission emittedwhen the target is ‘cold’ and (ii) a temperature for theHeα line, emitted later
and resulting from the heating and ionization of the target by the REB. Infigure 4(b), we present the results from
FLYCHKat two bulk temperatures, 10 eV (solid lines) for theKα andKβ lines and at 400 eV (dotted lines) for
theHeα, taking into account theCu length and density from the hydrodynamic simulations for each delayΔt.
The relative intensities of theHeα between the different delays are reproduced for the same bulk temperature of
400 eV. This temperature is where theHeα cross-section ismaximumand peaks at 8.3 keV, as recorded in the
ZVH spectra. This hot line is rather weak for the undriven case (gray line) infigure 4(a), suggesting that the target
does not get as hot and conveys the idea of a poor REB energy density coupling in this case. The REB current
density is high at the center of the beam: it is where the hottest emission of theCuwill be emitted.While, for a
focused beam, the tightly deposited REB energy can significantly increase the peak temperature, the energy
density of a defocused REB beam (as captured by theCuKα emission in SCI for the undriven case) ismore
diluted and the peak temperature is expected to bemuch lower. For the focused cases, in order to emit theHeα
line, the Cu is expected to reach>150 eV temperature after the electron energy deposition and heat transfer to
theCu ions. The increased temperature of theCu between the undriven and driven case is confirmed by our PIC
simulations further presented in the next section, fromwhich theCu electron temperature amounts to a
maximumof 80 eV for the undriven case and –600 800 eV for the driven cases. Still, theHeα is self-emitted
several picoseconds after the REBfirst pass and does not directly correlate to the fast electron density. On the
contrary, the Kα andKβ lines are generated by theREBwhen theCu is still cold, and thus are a signature of the
fast electron density, as discussed before for the SCI. According to FLYCHK, the ratio of Kα andKβ lines of∼6–7
and the position of theKβ line at 8.9 keV constrain the bulk electron temperature between 10 eV and 20 eV.
Indeed, the Kβ lines vanish for temperature>20 eV. Assuming that the density of theCu remains the same
between the a bK , andHeα emissions (the Cumost probably does not have time to expand), we could reproduce
the relativemagnitude of theKα lines at different delays and their ratio toHeα lines by adjusting the hot
component fraction in the FLYCHK calculations. The corresponding hot electron fraction and hot electron
densities (hot electron fraction×bulk electron density) for the solid curves of figure 4(b) are shown in
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figure 4(c), with the error bar resulting from the uncertainty on the bulk electron temperaturewithin the
temperature range.While the absolute value of the hot electron fraction and density rely on the hypothesis of an
isochoric evolution of theCu over the recorded x-ray emission for the ‘cold’ and ‘hot’ components, their relative
evolution for the different delays (which is ofmain interest here) could solely be obtained from theKα lines. It is
alsoworthmentioning that the hot electron fraction and hot electron density inferred from the undriven case is
certainly overestimated due to the artificial increase of the signal from the electron refluxing. As discussed
previously, the REB energy density coupling is expected to be actuallymuch lower regarding theweak emission
ofHeα.

2.3. Relativistic electron transportmodeling
For the validation of experimental results showing a reduced divergence of the fast electrons in shock-heated
materials, we performed 2Dparticle-in-cell (PIC)-hybrid simulations of the REB transport inVCusing the
target background conditions obtained fromhydrodynamic simulations as input for the different delays.

Here wewillfirst discuss on the important role of target resistivity upon fast electron transport with the
difficulty it poses in theWDMregime for insulator targets and howwe addressed this issue in our REBmodeling.

Figure 4. (a)ZincVonHamos (ZVH) spectrum shown for the VC cases: undriven (gray),D =t 11 ns (red),D =t 17 ns (blue),
D =t 20.5 ns (orange). (b) Simulated spectrumusing the atomic code FLYCHK. TheKα andKβ lines are simulated at 10 eV (solid
lines)Cubulk temperature and at 400 eV (dotted lines) for theHeα lines. The hot electron fraction in FLYCHK is adjusted to
reproduce theKα relative intensities between the different delays and their corresponding ratio toHeα. The corresponding hot
electron density shown in (c) is estimated between 10 eV and 20 eV. The errors result from the standard deviation calculatedwithin
the respective range of temperatures. Note that the fast electron density inferred from the undriven case is certainly overestimated due
to the artificial increase of the signal from the electron refluxing.
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During the fast electron propagation, a return current
 
» -j jr f is drawn from the background and nearly

cancels the fast electron current. A generalizedOhm law can be derivedwith the dominant termbeing 
h h=E j ,r being the background resistivity. It gives rise to an azimuthalmagneticfield fromFaradayʼs law that

writes:

( ) ( ) ( )
      

h h
¶
¶

= - ´ =  ´ +  ´
B

t
E j j . 2f f

For themajority of time, the first term is a positive, collimating field, which is in competitionwith the
negative, decollimating field of the second term.Note that the second term can also be positive, if the slope of the
resistivity/conductivity as a function of temperature is positive/negative. This is for example the case formetals
at temperatures below the Fermi temperature of thematerial (around10 eV formostmaterials). This case also
includes diamond at solid density for temperatures between 10 and100 eV. Yet, in theVC cases, the second term
is always negative. The resistivity is themain key to decode the divergence and collective effects of a fast electron
beampropagating in dense targets with high current densities. For instance, it is relatively trivial, once known
the resistivity of VC and diamond at solid density, to qualitatively unravel the undriven transport results (see
figure 5). TheVC at solid density has a very low electrical conductivity and the fast electron current density
gradient is strong along the beam radius. It hence gives rise to unduly strong radially-dependent focusingfields
from the first term. Yet, the high target resistivity also triggers resistive filamentation [60, 61]: the beambreaks
out into fingers of currents that will eventuallymake it explode radially. In the case of diamond, the electrical
conductivity increases significantly due to the highly-ordered lattice structure with respect to theVC. It relaxes
beamhollowing and resistivefilamentation instability.Moreover, the positive resistivity gradient (second term)
focuses the beam,which helps to build a stable field collimation. The huge difference in resistivity betweenVC
and diamond is therefore responsible of the dramatic change on electron transport reported betweenVC and
diamond undriven cases presented infigure 2. For theREBmodelingwith insulators such asVCor diamond,
resistivity tables ormodels are not readily available nor benchmarked, as they could be for usual transport
medium such as Al. Themodels are also intrinsicallymore difficult to develop since the Thomas–Fermi
ionizationmodeling cannot be used for insulators. The absence of data is especially truewhen studyingmaterial
conditions departing from solid density in theWDMregime. Infigure 5we report our efforts tomodel the

Figure 5.VC and diamond electrical conductivity. The thin solid lines are electrical conductivities derived using quantummolecular
dynamics calculationswithVASP, a plane-wave density functional code, reproduced from [48]. The ovals are results at some
temperatures across theWDMregime and above fromvariousmodels and the size of the oval represents their deviation. This
deviation is seen particularly big at temperatures of a few eV. The thick solid lines fits the best-fittingmodels forVC at higher densities,

-4 g cm 3 (purple) and -10 g cm 3 (green).
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electrical conductivity of VC at increasing densities from1 to -10 g cm 3 across theWDMregime. In thisfigure,
the thin orange and blue solid lines arefitted results ofQuantumMolecularDynamics (QMD) calculations with
the plane-wave density functional codeVASP, reproduced from [48], respectively for VC and diamond at solid
density. The ovals represent the conductivity results from variousmodels at temperatures from2 to 500 eV for
solid density and for 10×compressedVC. The size of the ovals indicates the standard deviations ofmodels,
which are particularly high below 10 eV. The best-fittingmodel toQMDresults at solid density is used to
estimate the conductivity of the compressedVC. Thick solid lines show the trend of the resistivity response of
VC at -4 g cm 3 (purple) and -10 g cm 3 (green). The tables of resistivity are then input in the REB transport
code, interpolating the data between 1 and 10 g cm–3.

Details of the REB propagation and energy transport are unfolded from2DHybrid-PIC simulationswith the
code LSP, accounting for fast electron collisions with the backgroundmaterial andREB self-generated fields.
The initial REB total kinetic energy was set to 30%of the on target SP-laser energy, and injected from the target
front-side, within the SP-laser focal spot area (FWHMof m20 m) andwith an initial half-angle divergence of 30°
along target axis (normal incidence). The injected electron kinetic energy spectrawas characterized by an
exponential lawµ -E Texp h with =T 2.7 MeVh , as determined by afit of the electron spectrometer data. The
total simulation timewas set to 10 ps (with t=0 corresponding to the peak REB flux at the injection plane).

To show the different REB focusing obtained in experiment, we performed simulations of electron transport
through m200 m of undriven diamond ( -3.5 g cm 3), undriven vitreous carbon ( -1.4 g cm 3) and driven vitreous
carbon (shockedmaterial with a slope of density from -3.8 g cm 3 to -0.1 g cm 3).

The resistivity of the cold andwarm-dense carbon strongly depends on density andmaterial structure for
temperatures below 100 eV (see figure 5). At higher temperatures, dominated by the Spitzer regime, the
resistivitymainly depend on background temperature with aTe

3 2 slope: the resistivity responses of undriven
and driven diamond orVC carbonmerges to the same curve. UponREB injection, the background electron
temperaturewill rise fast to>100 eV. Yet, we evidenced significant differences for the electron transport. A
closer look at the edges of the REB infigure 6 shows that they are actually atWDMtemperatures.When
comparing the hot electron density and background electron temperature for undrivenVC (figures 6(a)–(b))
and for drivenVC atD =t 20.5 ns (figures 6(c)–(d)) at early time ( =t 1 ps), we can already notice a significant
difference in the REB transport for the two cases. The temperature gradients at the edges of the beamare the
location of the strong resistive B-field (see next infigure 7) that will impact the beampropagation [49, 54]. Next,
we showhow it eventually affects the beam at later time (4 ps).

In thefirst row offigure 7, the fast electron beamdensity is plot in log-scale. Due to the lower resistivity of
diamond, the REB propagate efficiently in the samplewith a collimating effect frommagnetic field growth, as
evidenced by themagnetic field plot shown below.We can note clearly the conduit of resistive B-field at the
edges of the beam. In the undriven vitreous carbon case, the beam experiences strong resistive filamentation, as
predicted from the high resistivity background at current densities of~ -10 A cm12 2. This result is in linewith
previouswork fromMcKenna et al [48]: the ions of vitreous carbon are highly disordered, then bulk electrons
scatter incoherently and theirmean free path, limited to themean inter-ionic distance, results in high resistivity.
The> kT filaments can be observed in the self-generatedmagnetic fieldmap drawn on the second rowof
figure 7. The beam radially explodes and the electron density in theCu eventually amounts to~ ´ -2 10 cm19 3

at the target rear-side. In constrast, in shock-heated vitreous carbon, the beam is guided along the target axis by a
focusing channel of resistive B-field. The lower resistivity of shock-heated vitreous carbon cases limits the beam
hollowing and resistivefilamentation.Moreover, the defocusing field arising from the gradient of resistivity is
also reduced in shock-heated cases (see the η−T slope infigure 5). Hence, it forges a stable focusing B-field at
the outer radius of the electron beamwhich efficiently guide it in the targetʼs depth. Eventually, the electron
beamdensity for the shock-driven case amounts to~ - ´ -1 5 10 cm20 3 which qualitatively agrees with the
values inferred from theZVH analysis infigure 4, with a similar trend.

For a direct comparisonwith the experimental Kα signal from SCI, we simulated the target sizes of the
experiment, then extracted the electron beamparameters at the target rear-side and injected it inCuwith a
density profilematching our hydrodynamic simulations. The background density of the transport target is input
from the hydrodynamic simulations at the different delaysΔt. Tomimic the electron refluxing for the undriven
case, we used periodic boundary condition at the rear-side of the target, while an open boundary is used for
driven cases. TheCuKα emission is calculated by implementing thefluorescence cross-section into the code.We
thereby obtained synthetic Kα distributions in theCu and radial lineouts are shown infigure 8, to be compared
with the experimental lineouts offigure 3(a). The undriven case shows similar largewings emission, which are
mainly caused by the electron refluxing, since the electrons recirculate at larger angles. Thefilamentation also
broadens the beam. For driven cases, the emission ismuch narrower, as observed in the experiment. The
synthetic lineout for the undriven case is comparatively lower (respect to driven cases) towhat is observed in the
experimental data. Itmay result from an underestimation of the refluxing thatwould need very long simulation
run to be fully accounted for. Nonetheless, the overall comparison of the synthetic profiles to the experiment is
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Figure 6.Hot electron density ((a)–(c)) and background electron temperature ((b)–(d)), respectively for undrivenVC and drivenVC
(D =t 20.5 ns) at 1 ps after the REB injection.
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fairly conclusive and reveal the role of the background resistivity and associated self-generated fields to explain
the increased penetration depth (in equivalent ρL) and the relatively collimated energy transport in shock-
heated carbon.

3. Conclusions

In conclusion, we showed the increased guiding of a~300 J relativistic electron beamover hundreds-of-micron
depth in carbonwhen departing from cold solid density as initial target conditions.While the self-generated
fields are triggering resistivefilamentation instabilities in cold samples, they help instead to build a stable
focusing channel in the shock-heated samples. The electrical resistivity of the target in this highly applicable
WDMregime is of paramount importance to explain and reproduce the experimental results and therefore our
study provided a useful benchmark and insights for applications of fast-isochoric heatingwith electrons. In the
particular context of laser-fusion research, our study contributes in designing optimized fast electron energy
coupling to high-density cores of nuclear fuel.Multi-stage simulations that involve a particular effort on
modelling the background resistivity essentially describe the characteristics of the relativistic electron beam
transportmeasurements performed during the experiment. Additional efforts will be needed to input a valid
resistivitymodel into LSP for the diamond cases. However, based on the success of the numerical platform for
VC cases, we can nowusewith confidence our REBmodeling to unfold resistivity trends of the shock-heated
diamondmatching the experimental data. Resistivitymodels andREB transportmodeling in diamond is of

Figure 7. Fast electron beamdensity (first row) and azimuthal self-generatedmagneticfield (second row)maps extracted from the
REB transport simulations at =t 4 ps after the injection of the fast electrons, respectively for undriven diamond, undriven vitreous
carbon and shock-heated vitreous carbon.
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timely interest for hot electron transport in the diamond shells used recently in ICF studies for high-adiabat
capsule designs [62] . Although the hot electron energies from the long implosion drivers aremuch lower than in
our experiment, their numbers can be important and could impair the ignition if preheating theDT fuel core.

4.Methods

4.1.Hydrodynamic simulations
Hydrodynamic simulationswere performed using the Lagrangianmulti-material and two-temperatures code
CHIC [63], in 2D. The equation of states for vitreous carbon and diamond are taken from the SESAME tables
(T7830 for diamond).We extracted the temperature and densitymaps projected over 350meshes between
-0.02 cm and 0.2 cm along cylinderʼs height and 250meshes between 0 and 0.2 cm along cylinderʼs radius.
A zoomover the target area for the density and temperature are given infigure 2 at the differing delaysΔt for
vitreous and diamond carbon.

4.2. Simulations of relativistic electron beam transport
Electron transport simulationswere conducted using the implicit, hybrid, particle-ic-cell code LSP. The
simulation domainwas 1.3 mm long and m500 m widewhere a carbon target with an initial temperature of
10 eV filled the entire simulation box. Both carbon ions and background electronswere set up asfluid and their
charge state was updated by the equation of state tables (PROPACEOS). For different carbonmaterials, HDC,
VC, and compressedVC, the simulations utilized the varying electric conductivity (shown infigure 5)which is
based onmatterʼs local thermodynamic states (density and temperature).

The relativistic electrons treated as kinetic species were injected from inside of the carbon target, z=0.
Based on the laser parameter in the experiment, the electron beamhad a 10 ps temporal durationwith m30 m
(FWHM)Gaussian spatial profile. The electron beam, 30%of total laser energy had aMaxwellian energy
distributionwith a slope temperature of 2.7 MeV which is similar to experimentalmeasurement. For transport
of relativistic electrons, scattering and stopping calculationwere done using Atzeniʼs approach [64] in LSP.

In themodeling of experiments, all electron particles that reached the position of theCu slabwere recorded
in the extraction planes. From the particle information including numbers andmomentum, CuKα emission
was generated by using the cross-section for electron [65]. To obtain the time-integrated spatial profile of
emission, Cu density for each shot case and radiation loss by distancewas taken into account.
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